What’s new in 1.8?

Introduction
PReS 1.8 is the result of Objectif Lune’s commitment to make life easier
for users. OL has made it its mission to improve the overall efficiency of
its software in order to meet customers’ expectations.
PReS Connect 1.8 offers new features that will make your life easier by
reducing the need for scripting and making more functions available
through the user interface.

Improved usability & wizards
Accessing the Connect-managed File Store

Dynamic finishing

The File Store is an internal structure that allows
users to store files needed in the workflow. Before
1.8, only advanced users were capitalizing on the
full potential of the File Store because it required
scripting. Now in 1.8, a simple drag and drop does it.

A completely new Editor makes dynamic finishing
settings easier than ever.

New wizard for conditional print section
Now in 1.8, it’s never been easier to personalise
content. Including or excluding whole sections of
content is set-up using a user-friendly wizard.

More options for managing sample data
Adding sample data, or accessing it has been
simplified a lot. A lot of time is saved by simple
being able to copy / paste sample data to and from
the data samples list and windows folders, making
QA easier during development process.

Improvement for COTG implementations
PReS Connect works with our Capture OnTheGo solution,
allowing companies to initiate automated business workflows
from anywhere. Using an e-form on a mobile device, employees
can capture data and information in the field.
Using JSON with COTG

Automatic data entry

Converting XML to JSON and vice-versa is now
possible, without using the DataMapper. This improves
performance by removing a step during processing.

The Capture OnTheGo library has been updated so
that it can automatically trigger filling in of certain
information, using device specific metadata.
Information such as the date, time and location
can automatically by filled in, reducing errors and
omissions.

JSON files do not need to be processed by the
DataMapper, allowing content to be generated
even faster, enhancing response time in interactivity
situations.

Capture OnTheGo Repository
Capture OnTheGo allows to set expiry dates for
documents, but so far didn’t have the ability to
easily delete documents as soon as they were
returned and handled. With this, the overview of
open documents will be much clearer, and the
amount of information stored that is actually no
longer needed reduced.

Output improvements
PReS Connect 1.8 contains a number of important
enhancements for output. Here are some highlights:
• M
 ore control over PDF optimization decisions
For sophisticated colour management, it is now
possible to chose between applying the default
PDF optimisation step, or to use the PDF as is,
if it was already optimised with device specific
requirements.

• C
 opy fit
For commercial VDP applications, the copy fit
feature allows to maximize the font size to fit
text in a certain area or even resize a portion of
text in the box so that the box is filled up.

• O
 verprint for spot colours
There is now more control over spot colour
printing.
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